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CRITERIA OF EXCELLENCE 
IN THE HUMANITIES1

PETAR BAGARI!
Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research, Zagreb

Ori!inally, excellence in the humanities used to be seen as an a!onistic and patrician 
virtue which relies on the Promethean hybris of the subject of the humanities. This 
hero of the spirit was supposed to embody the hi!hest human virtues (as seen throu!h 
the liberal civilizational prism): cosmopolitism, liberalism, philanthropy. However, 
the present-day meanin! and use of the term excellence is determined by the idea 
of quality developed in or!anizational sciences, and, in addition to bein! invoked by 
corporations, it is also referred to by !overnments and ministries. The idea is based 
on the assumption that the quality of the product primarily depends on the or!aniza-
tion of the work process. Therefore, the criterion of fulfi llin! or!anizational demands 
(such as the demand for networkin!, reco!nizability, dissemination, etc.) is imposed 
on the humanities as fundamental. In this situation, the hero of the spirit !ives way to 
the end user as the dominant fi !ure drivin! the rhetoric of corporate excellence. Thus, 
the humanities fi nd themselves in a position where communication with the socially 
predominant, corporate-centered, paradi!m is di"  cult.
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INTRODUCTION

In Croatia, just like in the other countries of the European Union, “scientifi c excellence” 
became the key phrase around which scientifi c policy is or!anized and individual and 
collective scientifi c contributions are evaluated. It is the main !oal that scientifi c institu-

1 This article is to appear in the edited volume entitled Stranputice humanistike (Bypaths of the Hu-
manities) (Institute of Ethnolo!y and Folklore Research, 2017), and is published here with the permission 
of the volume editors.
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tions must reach,2 and the main criterion which determines the status of an individual in 
the scientifi c system. For instance, in 2013, the Croatian Ministry of Science, Education 
and Sports employed 20 research assistants who fulfi lled the hi!hest criteria of excel-
lence. Interestin!ly, these criteria, whose purpose was to “improve the quality of scholarly 
and teachin! activities in the Republic of Croatia”3 did not exist until the positions were 
advertised. They were not defi ned until 2013, and were based on the Ministry compilin! 
excellence criteria propositions submitted to them by the universities and public scientifi c 
institutes whose very research assistants applied for the positions.

The Ministry’s insistence on selectin! “excellent candidates” and the willin!ness of the 
academic community to participate in creatin! and defi nin! excellence criteria implies a 
lo!ic of excellence that science in Croatia is increasin!ly becomin! subject to. Thanks to 
excellence-based evaluations, which will, accordin! to some announcements, serve as the 
basis of rankin! that will determine fundin!, and, consequently, the survival of scientifi c 
institutions, excellence became of existential import to the everyday life and work of sci-
entists in Croatia. Althou!h lar!ely present in the lives of humanist scholars, the lo!ic of 
excellence itself is di"  cult to understand for them, unless subjected to criticism based on 
the humanities-related cate!ories of !ender, class and/or race. Thus, excellence is seen 
as a male-articulated value (cf. Lynch et al. 2013: 281) which reproduces class, !ender and 
racial dispositions (cf. Bauer and Vrasti 2016) and which is used as an attempt to le!itimize 
social inequality (cf. Katunari# 2013: 27).

However, what we can today ima!ine as the humanities has been inherited from 
modernism in interaction with other modernist phenomena, such as class and nation, 
and within the same temporal framework, which makes it easier for the humanities to 
understand and criticize these phenomena. Excellence, which is the main topic of this 
text, on the other hand, does not belon! to this herita!e, and its meanin! is developed 
outside of modernist value driven disputes. The ori!in of today’s ideal of excellence is 
in the scientifi c disciplines dealin! with the issues of work and processual or!anization. 
Consequently, in Croatian or!anizational sciences, as opposed to the humanities, excel-
lence is an accepted and reco!nized topic (cf. Osli# 2008; Sisek 2012), which is visible 
from, amon! other thin!s, the scholarly journal Poslovna izvrsnost (Business excellence) 
started and published by the Faculty of Economics and Business in Za!reb. 

2 Excellence is already part of the declared scientifi c policy. In 2013, the Ministry of Science, Education 
and Sports, currently the main body fundin! science in Croatia, published the “Strate$ki plan zarazdoblje 
2014.–2016.” (Strate!ic plan for the period 2014–2016; public.mzos.hr/f!s.axd?id=20740), desi!ned as a 
means to achieve scientifi c excellence and ensure quality in the education and science system. The new 
strate!ic plan “Nove boje znanja: strate!ija obrazovanja znanosti i tehnolo!ije” (New colors of knowled!e: 
the strate!y of education, science and technolo!y; 2015), places emphasis on excellence, usin! expres-
sions such as “excellent science”, “scientifi c excellence”, “excellent researchers and innovators” (http://www.
novebojeznanja.hr/UserDocsIma!es/datoteke/KB_web.pdf).

3 “Promemorijaodabiranajuspje$nijihznanstvenihnovaka” (Memorandum on the selection of the most 
excellent research assistants; public.mzos.hr/f!s.axd?id=19630).
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Business culture of excellence has been imported from the An!lo-Saxon world; it is 
closely connected with the ideas about the quality of the product and the work process, 
and has acquired its current form due to the chan!es in or!anizational paradi!ms that 
have swept over the Western world in the 1980s. This is the period when, in the West, 
“quality !urus”4 promoted new or!anizational models that were supposed to enable west-
ern business or!anizations to respond to the increasin! !lobal domination of Japanese 
manufacturin! that were !radually threatenin! American dominance on the !lobal level. 
Given that the quality of Japanese products became the main explanation for the !lobal 
competitiveness of their industry, new or!anizational concepts introducin! an or!anic 
approach to work or!anization became particularly popular.

An or!anic approach is expected to enable better communication and coordination 
between employees, to support their commitment to the collective and their e% orts in 
improvin! quality and puttin! an end to a mechanistic approach to or!anization of work, 
based on control and monitorin! of the work process (cf. Bakovi# 2010). In the USA, 
new quality doctrines !ained impetus to!ether with the “excellence reform” in American 
schools, which was supposed to ensure a professional workforce for the new type of econ-
omy. The “!urus” !enerally a!ree that improvements need to be made on all levels, rather 
than only in the form of the fi nal product, that most quality-related problems boil down 
to mana!ement procedures and strate!ies, that the new approach can be implemented 
in any or!anization, and that quality improvement must be a continual activity (cf. Suarez 
1992: 2–17). Continual interconnections between all parts and phases of the or!anization 
process are required, constant evaluation and self-evaluation is introduced, and the focus 
chan!es from product inspection to the inspection of the manufacturin! process; worker 
dedication is called for, and mana!ers are encoura!ed to take on responsibility. 

These new or!anizational teachin!s profi le the term “quality” as an indication of suc-
cessful or!anizational structure and a well-desi!ned work process; new ideas about qual-
ity increasin!ly enter the public sphere (cf. Giroux and Landry 1998) and become part of 
public institution policies: 

quality has become an immensely popular term where the or!anization of public 
services is concerned. It is on the lips of politicians, mana!ers, professional and citizens 
themselves. In health care, education, personal social services, fi re services, the police, 
and many other subsectors, commitments are bein! made to improve quality and 
increase responsiveness to the customers (clients/patients/students/users). Brochures 
and booklets are bein! issued, reports are bein! written, trainin! courses are bein! 
delivered; quality has become a central term in our contemporary rhetoric. It is scarcely 
conceivable that anyone would wish to ar!ue a!ainst it: like virtue, it seems unoppos-
able. (Pollitt and Bouckaert 1995: 3)

4 In the more recent literature about quality within or!anizational sciences, “!uru” is a technical term 
that is used to refer to the initiators of the new or!anizational paradi!ms: William Edwards Demin!, Joseph 
Moses Juran, Phillip B. Crosby, Claus Møller and Armand V. Fei!enbaum.
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The introduction of new ways to improve quality into the public sector is aided by the 
fact that Total Quality Management (TQM), one of the more prominent and popular ap-
proaches to quality improvement in the public sector, ori!inated within state institutions. 
In fact, in the early 1980s, US Navy adopted Demin!’s rules about quality in order to 
improve its operative e"  ciency, and on the basis of the project, branded TQM (cf. Houston 
and Dockstader 1997) in 1985, which was later implemented in various parts of public 
administration.

In Europe, new ideas enteredthe public administration primarily throu!h the central 
institutions of the European Union. In 1989, the European Commission encoura!ed the 
creation of the European Foundation for Quality Mana!ement (EFQM),5 which, on the basis 
of TQM ideas, developed the CAF model (cf. Pollit and Bouckaert 2004: 233–234) of 
quality improvement in public administration.6 In addition to EFQM and CAF, The European 
Union also had ISO, The International Or!anization for Standardization, an international 
or!anization issuin! certifi cates of quality to private and public institutions, at its disposal. 
Moreover, there is ENQA, the European Association for Quality Assurance in Hi!her Educa-
tion, which develops common criteria and norms of European quality assurance in coop-
eration with autonomous subjects, such as a!encies.7 Althou!h it lacks classical features 
of state ideolo!y that are !uaranteed by state enforcement bodies, quality assurance is a 
compulsory process that is controlled and monitored by the state (cf. Dola&ek-Alduk et 
al.).8 The requirement to improve the quality of services provided by public institutions has 
become a !eneral trend in the EU,9 and the process of accession of new members serves 
as an opportunity to import new mana!ement techniques (Matei and Laz'r 2011: 94).10

By bein! introduced into state institutions, the logic of quality !ets new impetus, and 
feeds back into the private sector. Both American and European private companies – 
from small-scale family farms to bi! corporations – frequently have the opportunity to 
compete for funds or jobs that require a certain level and a certain form of “quality” as 

5 http://www. Efqm. Or!/about-us/our-history.
6 http://www. Eipa. Eu/en/topic/show/&tid=191.
7 To coordinate with the ENQA, the !overnments of European Union member countries establish 

independent a!encies, whose aim is to evaluate, accredit and improve the quality in the educational and 
scientifi c system, as well as to distribute funds based on competitions for scientifi c projects (http://www.
enqa.eu/index.php/enqa-a!encies/members/full-members/). In Croatia, this role is played by ASHE – 
A!ency for Science and Hi!her Education (https://www.azvo.hr/en/about-ashe).

8 “Autonomous subjects are required to act in accordance with the established norms, whereby ENQA 
is in char!e of control, universities of application, and the state of supervision (Dola&ek-Alduk et al. 2008: 
40).

9 Klaus Welle, Secretary General of the European Parliament, in his speech at the Association of 
European Chambers of Commerce and Industry Conference in 2014, advocated the idea that the prob-
lems of European le!islature should be solved based on TQM principles (http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
the-secretary-!eneral/en/total-quality-mana!ement-alon!-the-whole-le!islative-cycle-a-fresh-look-at-
better-law-makin!). 

10 In 2009, The Croatian Parliament passed a law concernin! quality assurance in science and hi!her 
education, with the aim “to constantly improve processes and their outcomes” (https://www.azvo.hr/im-
a!es/stories/o_nama/Zakon.pdf).
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a precondition to take part in the tender, which favors further dissemination of TQM-like 
models throu!h consultations, seminars, etc. Systematic e% orts to improve quality – which 
primarily means acceptin! an or!anic approach to the work process – promote an ideal 
determined to be the purpose and !oal of all or!anization endeavors, i.e. excellence.

This text will present certain or!anizational procedures and chan!es in schoolin! in 
the USA, which is where the new paradi!m, the basis of the established discourse of 
excellence, fi rst appeared. Or!anizational practices and chan!es in education and science 
will be seen as cultural practices (cf. de Guy 2000: 166). These practices !ive meanin! to 
–new “metaphysics” of – work and the subject, with the rhetoric of excellence and quality 
providin! Levi-Straussian symbolic e% ectiveness (cf. Levi-Strauss 1963). The rhetoric in 
question, in fact, is a way to explain the causes and consequences of the phenomenon, 
and ensures that favorable and unfavorable results are related to personal e% ort devoted 
and appropriate beliefs. Given that I mainly focus on the lo!ic of the “ima!ined order”, I will 
not pay special attention to the implementation of new mana!ement models in di% erent 
areas, or to the possible strate!ies of resistance.

EXCELLENCE OF THE END USER

In TQM literature excellence is not clearly distin!uished from quality. Excellence and qual-
ity belon! to the same conceptual re!ister, and are in a teleolo!ical relationship – the 
purpose of quality improvement is to achieve excellence. Excellence is the motivatin! 
ideal which stimulates the members of a collective to improve quality, but is also the 
top result of endeavors to harmonize work or!anization, of its or!anic structurin! and of 
constant dedication to the achievement of ideals (cf. Me$ko (tok et al. 2010: 307–308). 
Excellence, bein! a virtue, should be cultivated and rewarded, and is achieved relative 
to the overall quality attained. Althou!h the current ideal of excellence is of corporate 
ori!in, its stren!th lies in the fact that it assumed the place and the role of the earlier 
excellence ideal espoused in the humanities and the western culture, i.e. the virtues of 
individual superiority and uniqueness. However, while the traditional ideal of excellence 
was a somewhat alienatin! cate!ory that an individual realized in the symbolic universe of 
modernity despite commonly-accepted norms and regardless of them, the more recent 
idea is the e% ect of de-alienation of economics and other areas of human activity such 
as culture and politics (cf. du Gay 1996: 58). The currently pervasive discourse of quality/
excellence is based on the vision of an or!anic collective, where all the members are 
dedicated to a common !oal. This entrepreneurial ima!ery rei!ns supreme in corporate 
culture, where excellence is reco!nized as a characteristic of a collective that has adopted 
a certain structure, in this case, the or!anic or!anizational structure (cf. du Gay 1996: 41).

Quality improvement procedures !radually chan!e the type and nature of work, opera-
tionalizin! the ideal of excellence created in or!anizational science over 30 years a!o. New 
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forms of or!anization, evaluation and fundin!, which are an attempt to reach the promoted 
ideal, present a technical and practical di"  culty to many; however, the new ideal is poten-
tially disastrous for the humanities, because the assumed value of a theorem, the “end 
product” of the humanities, relies on the de!ree of success with which the author himself/
herself is anchored in the fi !ure of the hero of the spirit – the symbolic base of scholarship 
in the humanities. The aim of this text is to indicate the problems which arise when the 
hero of the spirit is exchan!ed for the end user as the dominant fi !ure of knowled!e in the 
humanities. The end user is an anthropomorphized symbolic focus of the new discourse, 
and the fulfi llment of his/her wishes and needs serves as the measure of excellence. This 
fi !ure is the symbolic basis that or!anizations rely on, tryin! to react to newly arisin! cir-
cumstances in a quick and innovative way throu!h projects. The end user, or the “soverei!n 
consumer”, as referred to by du Gay and Salaman (1992), who can be embodied as a 
client, customer, consumer or even patient, becomes a dominant subject fi !ure of entre-
preneurial discourse. The current rhetoric of quality does not mention the citizen, which we 
can ima!ine as “a concentration of ri!hts and duties in the person of an individual, within 
a constitutional state, under the rule of law, and within a hierarchy of laws and re!ulations” 
(Pollit and Bouckaert 1995: 6), basin! its entire view of public administration on the user, i.e. 
“a concentration of needs and satisfactions of needs in an individual within a market situa-
tion of supply and demand of !oods and services, and within a hierarchy of needs, subject 
to the willin!ness to pay” (ibid.). The end user has a stable and “soverei!n” position in the 
discourse of total quality mana!ement, because s/he was enthroned as the main criterion 
of quality as early as the 1980s. In other words, quality equals customer satisfaction (cf. 
(i$ko Kuli$ and Mrdulja$ 2009; Knowles 2011: 10). In corporate ima!ery, the end user is a 
discernin!, self-aware, impatient and capricious entity (cf. du Gay 1996), and requires the 
or!anization strivin! for excellence to be constantly ready for action and problem solvin!. 
Projected needs of the end user le!itimate abandonin! ri!id bureaucratic control for project 
or!anization. However, the end user does not belon! exclusively to the world outside the 
or!anization, workers themselves, accordin! to du Gay, also adopt user identity and behave 
towards themselves in a consumption-based and entrepreneurial way, tryin! to maximize 
the value of their own existence for themselves (1996: 78). The institution of the user allows 
the worker to intuitively understand of the lo!ic of satisfaction and need that s/he has 
to follow in order to be successful. The fi !ure of the end user in the workplace ensures 
complete self-actualization and equalizin! the world of work and life in !eneral.

THE BEAUTY OF SIMPLICITY AND THE RHETORIC OF QUALITY

Based on these new or!anizational concepts, there appeared various models and meth-
ods of or!anizin! work processes and !uaranteein! the achievement of quality (such as 
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TQM, 6P11 or 5S12). These models may di% er in nuances, but they mostly boil down to 
requirin! leadership vision, propensity for innovation, reco!nizability of products and the 
or!anization and commitment of all work-process participants to the achievement of a 
hi!her level of quality. At the end of the 20th century, the race to satisfy consumer prefer-
ences prompted corporations to maintain an ima!e of socially-desirable actors that do 
not endan!er natural resources, that protect the ri!hts of their employees and consumers, 
and that protect cultural !oods (cf. Giroux and Landry 1998). As a result of all this, quality 
chan!ed from an operational and economic into a holistic term that successfully inte-
!rates social values. Today, we envision quality as a conceptual and or!anizational notion 
that encompasses the followin! characteristics: “product quality; service quality in the 
process of consumption; a fair relationship towards employees; a fair relationship towards 
the !overnment; compliance with the laws, morals and customs, environmental protec-
tion and !eneral safety in the process of production and consumption of the product” 
(Ga$parovi# as cited in Funda 2008: 12).

The va!ueness of the concept of quality and its openness to various interpretations is 
conducive to the development of a separate class of experts whose expertise is based 
on their proclaimed knowled!e of the notion of quality and its expert interpretation, or on 
providin! help to those who are tryin! to achieve quality. These consultants, the members 
of an emer!in! class in the new circumstances on the market (cf. Sennet 2006: 55–58), 
are becomin! symbolic bearers of the abilityto set down technical requirements so as 
to improve the quality and excellence of someone’s work performance. Consultants are 
unencumbered by the essence, the very nature of the business (ibid.), and act as if top 
results can be achieved in any business by applyin! the appropriate method. For instance, 
Samuel Wan! and Simon Wu, professors of industrial and or!anizational en!ineerin! at 
the Christian University Chun! Yuan in Taiwan, believe that the reason for poor success of 
methods like TQM in the education sector is not the fact that the method is inappropriate, 
as it may seem to the “biased perceptions” (Wan! and Wu 2005: 2) of educational work-
ers, but the fact that the model needs improvement. Therefore, they su!!ested a new and 
improved model based on TQM that they call H2QM – Holisticand Humanistic Quality 
Mana!ement.

Wan! and Wu’s text radiates optimism characteristic of works that deal with quality 
and excellence in or!anization. Technolo!ical optimism requires that “dealin! with” boils 
down to the presentation of existin! models and methods, their improvement and search 

11 The 6P concept (problem, product, promises, personal advanta!e, positionin!, price/value) consists 
of implementin! six steps that serve better understandin! and improvement of the work process: 1) defi nin! 
the customer’s need or problem; 2) defi nin! the product; 3) promises – what the product can do for the 
customer; 4) personal advanta!e – how this improves the customer’s situation; 5) positionin! – the benefi t 
in relation to the competition; 6) price – what the customer must !ive up in terms of time or money to 
achieve the !oal (“Service Quality and Customer Relationship Mana!ement”. http://164.100.133.129: 81/
eCONTENT/Uploads/Service_Quality_and_Customer_Relationship_Mana!ement.pdf).

12 5S is used in reference to fi ve Japanese terms: Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu and Shitsuke ; i.e. sort, set 
in order, shine, standardize and sustain.
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for new models. The esthetics fostered in quality-related texts requires simplicity and 
self-explanatoriness. Terms such as “mission”, “vision”, “culture” are used as if they were 
self-explanatory, and how they sound is replacement enou!h for their defi nition and expla-
nation. This is an Adornoean jar!on, where words primarily serve the purpose of callin! to 
action, and their meanin! – their “authenticity” – depends on the speaker’s willin!ness to 
completely surrender to what s/he says, and !uarantee it with his/her very bein! (Adorno 
1973: 8–10). Understandin! the messa!es, on the other hand, depends on the recipient’s 
willin!ness to accept them and act in accordance with them – to devote himself/herself 
to the realization of the !oal. The simplifi cation which is the result of reducin! the problem 
to the or!anizational dimension is a !uarantee of understandability and acceptability, and 
simplicity itself becomes the standardof quality of the method, which is why Wan! and 
Wu stress that they were careful not to chan!e the initial model too much, because of 
“the beauty […] of bein! simple” (Wan! and Wu 2005: 7). Evocativeness, simplicity and 
reco!nizability are at the root of the rhetoric of excellence and quality, and ever more 
e% ective work or!anization methods are constantly multiplied; in addition to the already 
mentioned ones there are methods and pro!rams such as: BPR, QCC, ISO 9001, QMS, 
TPM, CWQC, TBL, VLFM, PDCA, SPC, MBWA, SUUK, etc.

Quality-achievement procedures have taken over the world of the humanities, and are 
behind the imposition of new standards that institutes, faculties, and faculty departments 
are supposed to use in their self-perception and public representation, and within whose 
framework they should act. The universality and comprehensiveness of the notion of 
quality make it devoid of any specifi c meanin!, makin! its transition into various social 
and or!anizational spheres easier. In this way, achievin! quality, which started as a tech-
nolo!ical ideal, is !radually becomin! a political and social ideal, which penetrates the 
social tissue throu!h the state apparatus. Laws, re!ulations and ordinances are chan!in! 
institutional science in accordance with the ideal of excellence and quality. The di% usion 
of the quality doctrine, as a way to le!itimize the marria!e between capital and the public 
sector, is based on entrepreneurial ima!ery where the ability of a quick response to market 
chan!es is the key precondition of the or!anization’s survival, and which, in a return loop, 
le!itimizes its success as excellent. In order to enable quick response in the public sector, 
new public policies encoura!e reducin! centralized bureaucratic monitorin! that ensured 
a dose of stability in turbulent times (cf. du Gay and Salaman 1992), encoura!in!, in its 
stead, project-based or!anization. The project, which became the symbol of “adaptability 
and contin!ency” (Sjöblom et al. 2013: 3) in the post-bureaucratic period, presents oppor-
tunities for quick and innovative problem-solvin! in public policies, but calls into question 
the need for lon!-term and continued policies (ibid.). Project or!anization in science rests 
on a specifi c temporality, which en!ineerin! and natural scientists are somewhat accus-
tomed to, althou!h they too have problems in adaptin! to the new circumstances such as 
unstable fundin! sources and the increasin! lack of balance between work and life outside 
the workplace (Ylijoki 2016: 25). For scholars in the humanities and social sciences, the 
situation is di% erent because individualism and lon!-term work on a sin!le problem, which 
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frequently took on the form of one’s life’s work, are some of the characteristics of their 
activities which vanish once they are subjected to the “project time” (ibid.).

In education and science, this situation causes a minimization of the central role that 
institutes and faculties play in science and research; their function is increasin!ly taken 
over by centers of excellence – or!anizations and research units or!anized around a 
specifi c research problem or workin! on a specifi c invention. Terms such as strategies, 
missions and visions are becomin! an inte!ral part of the packa!e whereby universities, 
educational and scientifi c institutions present themselves to the public, with humanists 
and educational and scholarly institutions in the humanities performin! SWOT analyses,13 
settin! benchmarks14 and tryin! to understand their own position in society, which in-
creasin!ly resembles a market. “Stalinism of excellence”, as it is called by Karl Kaser, led 
to the appearance of homo applicandus – an academic entrepreneur (Kaser 2013: 35) in 
the academia, adept at applyin! for projects and ensurin! sources of fundin! independent 
of the state. In the case of the humanities, these sources are !enerally non-profi t or!aniza-
tions, which is not particularly profi table (ibid.).

In order for the humanities to even start to claim its position in the new order of thin!s, it 
needs to be restructured, self-evaluated and transformed in accordance with the principles 
of usefulness, quality and excellence, and must fulfi ll the or!anizational requirements of 
networkin!, reco!nizability, dissemination, etc. Theory must be subjected to method, and 
knowled!e to utility. Problems can only be of a technical nature, and their solutions can 
only be sou!ht on the technical level. In this context, usefulness becomes a mere label for 
form. In this framework, method replaces knowled!e, and like knowled!e before, it now 
becomes an end in itself. When the e% ects of the various models of quality and excellence, 
which are based on the presumption of their utility, are reassessed –and when this is done 
not based on the example of the humanities and education, but at their source, i.e. in the 
areas of industry and business – the obtained results may seem devastatin!. The results 
of research conducted by Helene Giroux and Sylvain Landry (1998), experts in quality 
and lo!istics, show that the application of TQM in or!anizin! business and manufacturin! 
or!anizations does not lead to an automatic improvement of operations, quality or work 
processes, which is usually explained by the apolo!ists of the method as bein! a result 
of lack of enthusiasm and commitment on the part of employees and the mana!ement. 
What TQM does frequently result in is workplace burnout, which is what the race for 
excellence of performance leads to.

Giroux and Landry claim that these models, whose success is related more to the cul-
tural ideal of constant individual development than with real economic e% ects, enables the 
dispersion of responsibility for the fate of the or!anization on all its employees. In short, 
methods like TQM are not exact (and it is unclear to what extent these are methods at all), 

13 Analysis of or!anizational stren!ths and weaknesses.
14 Settin! benchmarks, benchmarkin!, refers to the process of settin! standards and criteria on the 

basis of which an or!anization can analyze its performance and achievements.
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and their endurance and acceptance are more clearly related with the stren!thenin! of the 
cultural matrix that promotes the values of commitment, continued self-development and 
competitiveness, than with the results that can be achieved.

THE USA – CREATION OF EXCELLENT EDUCATION

In the USA excellence was traditionally perceived as a virtue of bein! above the aver-
a!e, achieved by actualizin! one’s individual wishes, talents and capacities that could not 
or should not be subjected to socially-determined expectations. Society was expected 
to allow everyone to develop one’s own talents and personal aspirations, i.e. one’s own 
excellence. In the last decades this ideal became the basic cate!ory of corporate and 
politically conservative rhetoric in the USA, with the insistence on excellence bein! merely 
an ideolo!ical tool to encoura!e individuals to put more e% ort in fulfi llin! the set !oals 
(Green 1998: 26–28).

Corporate excellence is based on the idea that people, their knowled!e and motivation 
and their “adaptation” to the current market demands are the basis of economic success 
or lack there of. This explanation became the basic mantra used to explain the economic 
crisis that hit the USA in the early 1980s.15 In accordance with this lo!ic – !iven that the 
human factor failed – the entire blame for the crisis was put on the education system that 
produced poorly-qualifi ed workforce, and the only lo!ical solution was to undertake a 
comprehensive educational reform. Althou!h some very serious studies showed that the 
poor results of the American economy had nothin! to do with education, but with the deci-
sions made on the national level, “excellence reform” (Berube 1998: 93–95) was started. 
This reform, unfortunately, did away with the pro!rams of the previous two reforms,16 
which strived to develop critical thinkin! and make hi!h-quality education available to 
poor members of the society, thus preparin! them for the realization of their own individual 
excellence. The aim of the “excellence reform” was to raise the standard of education and 
to help the best pupils and students to compete in the !lobal market. The reform was 
marked by a distrust of public education, and its privatization by corporations (ibid.).

Before the reform, public education in the USA represented a symbolic place of hope 
for the workin! class (Aronowitz and Giroux 2003: IX). It !ave the !ifted and persistent 
members of the workin! class access to administrative and academic jobs, as well as 
trainin! for a profession that would make it easier for them to enter the middle class. 
Because of its supposed non-e% ectiveness, it was under constant attack by the American 

15 Sharp decline in !ross domestic product, increase in trade defi cit and internal debt nearin! one billion 
(Berube 1998: 93).

16 In American education, the be!innin! of the twentieth century was marked by the so-called Pro!res-
sive Movement in Education, Equity Reform emer!ed in the second half of the century, and the century 
ended with the “excellence reform” (Berube 1998).
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radicals and conservatives. The usual conservative objection to public education, accord-
in! to Aronowitz and Giroux (2003: X), was that it did not prepare students for “real life”, 
which, in a conservative perspective, meant prioritizin! corporate to educational needs. 
Moreover, the “a!e of money” started, where the success of academic disciplines de-
pended on their ability to o% er: “a promise of money […] a knowled!e of money […] [or] a 
source of money” (En!ell and Dan!erfi eld 1998: 52).

The corporate ideal of excellence took over the idea of complete actualization of personal 
talents and aspirations, and the self-actualization was no lon!er to be realized in the social 
context, but in the business context: “paid work (no matter how ‘objectively’ alienated, 
deskilled or de!raded it may appear to social scientists) [is] an essential element in the 
path to self-fulfi lment and provides the a priori that links to!ether work and non-work life” 
(du Gay 1996: 65). Accordin! to David E. Guest (1990), this ideal of corporate excellence 
proved to be irresistibleto the Americans because it captured the essence of the American 
dream of self-realization and !rowth. However, Guest fails to notice the break noticed 
by Aronowitz and Giroux (2003), Green (1998) and Berube (1998), whereby the political 
society transforms into a corporate society, and where citizens are replaced by consumers.

EXCELLENCE IN THE HUMANITIES AND THE HERO OF THE SPIRIT

In the humanities of the premodern era, excellence was traditionally perceived as an 
individual quality that referred to the mental capabilities and spiritual virtues that were, 
at certain points in time, considered noble as well ascentral. In the Middle A!es, the soul 
open to divine !race was considered a key and necessary virtue, whereas in the modern 
period philanthropy and cosmopolitanism took its place. Accordin! to Andrea Robi!lio 
(2006), individual spiritual and mental constitution, and embodied virtues were the es-
sential assumptions to do philosophy, and constituted an important part of philosophical 
thou!ht until He!el, when they !et slowly lost from the horizon of philosophic thinkin!. 
In the Middle A!es, a philosopher’s excellence was considered in the li!ht of the idea of 
nobility. At this time, alon!side the political and reli!ious concept of nobility, a philosophi-
cal concept of nobility appears, rooted in the idea of nobility as intellectual virtue based on 
Aristotle’s ideas concernin! perfection and heroism. The ima!e of the philosopher based 
on these ideas takes on the coherent form of a thinker “as a man from the upper classes, 
committed (thou!h passively) to his community, masterin! his passions (his discretio is 
never overridden by passions), who seeks !lory by seekin! philosophical truth” (Robi!lio 
2006: 235). Aspirin! for honor and !lory become more pronounced and desirable 
characteristics of a philosopher, and intellectual nobility becomes a separate value which 
would, in the Renaissance, be acquired by comin! into confl ict with reli!ious and state 
authorities (Robi!lio 2006).

In the modern a!e, the fi !ure of an intellectual inherited the aura of a renaissance 
thinker who completely independently surrenders to the quest for the truth in order to 
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achieve !lory, which is how the myth of a “!reat man” (Bowman 2005: 4) was born – an 
individual who acts alone, chan!in! the course of history and foundin! his/her own school 
of thou!ht. Althou!h this hero of the spirit, represented as a fi !ure whose Promethean 
hybris enables him/her to understand the sublime and brin! it to consciousness, has 
been ridiculed in philosophy itself (cf. Marks and En!els 1964; Nietzsche 2004: 125), it is 
the basis of how the humanities operate. The expectation set before the intellectual – to 
continually confi rm his/her intellectual authenticity and independence – led to a spe-
cifi c type of scholarly production, where there is a clear critical ed!e directed a!ainst the 
system of power and fellow intellectuals. Anti-authoritarianism of the hero of the spirit 
was in accordance with the enli!htenment project which, to berealized, needed a rational 
subject – a citizen, subject exclusively to the laws of the mind and independent of the 
metaphysical authority and the authority of tradition (cf. Kalanj 1994). The humanist intel-
lectual in the modern era thus starts to embody the very ideal of modern subjectivity. The 
fi !ure of a rational individual, who uses confl ict, dispute and criticism to assume his/her 
own place on the humanist symbolic horizon, would earn his/her standin! throu!h the 
!ame of ar!umentation and counter-ar!umentation, provin! and denyin! the rationality 
of confl ictin! views. This symbolic context places a burden on an individual that leads to 
an inte!ration of the personal and the professional, and as opposed to the natural scien-
tifi c theories which strive for a completely objective validation independent of personal 
inclinations, humanities are frequently seen throu!h their authors, and vice versa.17 Thus, 
for instance, active collaboration of physicists Philipp Lenard and Johann Stark with the 
Nazi re!ime in no way infl uenced the later understandin! and interpretation of their work 
on the cathode ray tube or the Stark e% ect.18 As opposed to this, Heide!!er’s fl irtation 
with Nazism is a constantly appearin! key for the interpretation and the disqualifi cation 
of his philosophemes: “Heide!!er’s involvement with National Socialism – which was of 
the order of deep-seated, existential commitment – was far from bein! an adventitious, 
merely bio!raphical episode. Instead, it was rooted in the innermost tendencies of his 
thou!ht” (Wolin 1992: 66).

CONCLUSION

The requirement to subject the humanities to the lo!ic of usefulness and utility in the era 
of excellence contributes to a drama between the humanities and the “rationalization of 
the system”, which plays out as a confl ict between the requirement for rationalization, 

17 The inte!ration of what is intellectual and what is lived, the demand for action that accompanies 
thinkin!, was radically achieved by Socrates, who paid for his views with his life. Most philosophers after 
him preferred to solve their confl ict with secular and church authorities by exile (cf. Mikuli# 2008). Plato’s 
writin!s on Socrates, accordin! to John Peterman (2008), promote a new type of heroism which is an 
attempt to test !odlike qualities of reason.

18 Stark e% ect refers to a phenomenon which appears when atoms and molecules are exposed to an 
external electric fi eld.
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usefulness and utility and the stru!!le for the ri!ht to non-utilitarian scholarly activity 
and production – the ri!ht to “slow science” (Kaser 2013: 35). Roles divided in this way 
hei!hten the impression that the humanities are in fact fi !htin! for their ri!ht to be useless, 
to nurture knowled!e as an end in itself, because they, alas, have trouble in makin! their 
area of expertise processed in a way that would improve productivity and the quality of 
the work itself. There is a di% erent view too, accordin! to which humanities are simply 
not practical, and in a society which is turned exclusively to the practical and utilitarian, 
they must disappear. Insistin! on either of these two perspectives means losin! si!ht of 
the intrinsic evaluative orientation inherent in the corporate ideal of excellence. The – by 
now !lobal – project of excellence has none of the cynicism that is frequently attributed 
to it. On the contrary, it consists of !ood intentions. Sincerity and enthusiasm which !ush 
out of the TQM literature really indicate that mana!ers want to create a workplace that 
is full of opportunities and incentives for personal !rowth (cf. Guest 1990: 392), and are 
willin! to make the e% ort to help us in the humanities to achieve excellence, fulfi llment and 
superior quality. However, the humanities and TQM speak two di% erent lan!ua!es. The 
humanities do not speak the lan!ua!e of needs and their satisfaction. Its symbolic basis 
– the fi !ure of the hero of the spirit and the independent intellectual – is not conducive 
to understandin! the needs and wishes of the contemporary consumer. In this sense, the 
controversies about the usefulness and utility of the humanities are somewhat futile. The 
question is not whether the humanities are practical – but whether they are satisfactory. 
Can the humanities deliver, and, very importantly, can they deliver on time. “On-time 
delivery”, accordin! to Ylva Hasselber! (2016), becomes the dominant characteristic of 
academic work in the project context. Scholars who are late cause the investors’ mistrust, 
theories and research are directed towards issues which can be solved more easily, and 
more ambitious theoretical endeavors are avoided so as to minimize the possibility for the 
project to end without results or with poor results (ibid.). The stru!!le to attract fundin! 
throu!h projects determines the shape and content of research, because the criteria of 
time and or!anization become foremost. When this happens, the a% ective relationship 
towards one’s own work decreases, which can lead to a professional identity crisis in the 
humanities: “Can there be scholarship worthy of the name that does not involve a stron! 
emotional relationship with one’s own questions and work […] Can the question ‘What can 
I obtain money to do?’ really supersede the question ‘What is worth doin!?’ without what 
we do becomin! meanin!less?” (Hasselber! 2016: 24).

The humanities in their essence does not enable clear completion or conclusion of a 
theoretical or a critical endeavor. Questions and problems remain open, and new ones 
constantly appear. Ivan Focht’s words that philosophy has not answered a sin!le question 
since its very be!innin! (Focht 1972: 1) can be applied to the whole of the humanities. 
The time of humanists is that of “lon! duration”, and their symbolic space is character-
ized by a split, and cannot become complete. Completeness and wholeness realized by 
a soverei!n consumer is unattainable for them. The addressee of the humanities is still a 
citizen whose freedom and independence are based in the social contract. But the current 
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basis of freedom and autonomy is the choice made by the end user in the market (cf. 
Corner and Harvey 1991: 1).

However, the humanities do have somethin! in common with the corporate ideal of 
excellence that presumes dedication to the project and complete realization of personal 
potentials in one’s job, but this, I believe, decreases their ability to criticize the ideal. The 
fi !ure of the “hero of the spirit” requires complete involvement of a person in his/her own 
“humanist project”. We do not have to strive to realize the corporate ideal, because our 
very activity, on the symbolic level, presumes that we have already adopted it. However, 
how can one who is already dedicated to his/her job criticize the ideolo!y of dedication 
and fulfi llment? It is this very dedication that represents a blind spot of a critical perspec-
tive in the humanities, which makes it di"  cult to achieve the distance from the work ethos 
that is based on the ideolo!y of excellence. For instance, Paul du Gay, one of the more 
prominent critics of the new or!anizational models, who is a cultural studies sociolo!ist, is 
tryin! to a"  rm certain traditional bureaucratic virtues as the counter-ideal to the corporate 
vision of the workplace (2005). He emphasizes certain positive aspects of bureaucratic 
or!anization, and referrin! back to Thomas Hobbes and Max Weber, claims that we should 
not see the bureaucrat as a fi !ure of a servant of the system devoid of ideas, as much 
as a person who is tryin! to serve society, citizens, and who is dedicated to procedures 
that ensure that these same citizens are treated equally before the law. Attempts like du 
Gay’s, where problems and issues from one period are attempted to be addressed usin! 
solutions belon!in! to a previous period, rarely succeed. Particularly because, TQM-like 
or!anizational models could be, for instance, seen as an attempt to better fulfi ll the ideal 
characteristic of the previous – bureaucratic – or!anizational structure. TQM-like ideolo!y 
and work procedure are a more consistent way to embody – perhaps even embody with-
out limits – the ideal of dedication and commitment to a !oal, and the willin!ness to serve 
the citizen (who has in the meantime turned into the user). Thanks to the disappearance 
of bureaucratic boundaries the time required to respond to the needs of various users of 
the system is shortened, and rather than servin! society as an abstract ideal, the former 
bureaucrat can now, throu!h or!anic participation in his/her own or!anization, directly fi t 
into the wider collective.

It would be equally futile to insist that the humanities return to the old symbolic founda-
tions, as a safe haven, where our activity and work would not be contaminated by the new 
circumstances. Because now, dedication to one’s activities, which we perceive as one of 
the foundations of the humanist callin! – is now maximally realized on the level of the 
system. The adequate criticism of corporate discourse is out of our reach because, es-
sentially, we start from the very same premises as corporate discourse. It is only throu!h 
criticizin! excellence as such, i.e. the very value of excellence, which includes facin! one’s 
own ideal of excellence and disclosin! its ultimate e% ects, can we possibly criticize the 
predominant cultural values – dedication and commitment.

Perhaps it is time to break o%  with the herita!e of the hero of the spirit and start alienat-
in! from what we are doin!. I do not mean start workin! poorly, but makin! it clear that it 
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is work, and not a spontaneous fl ash of our inner self which is compensation enou!h for 
the non-fulfi llment of some basic life needs like free time, sun, air or play. The humanities 
is work, and althou!h workin! with one’s collea!ues frequently helps, it is not syner!etic 
work, but lar!ely solitary, and frequently tedious. And complete dedication to work – no 
matter how much this work may correspond with our a"  nities – will never make us 
fulfi lled and happy. And, even if we do not !et completely involved in this work, even if we 
feel terrible while doin! it, this does not mean that we will do a poor job.

Perhaps the best example of such sincerity is the afterword of, I can venture to say, the 
excellent book Male Phantasies by Klaus Theweleit (1989), where he informs the reader 
that the book is fi nished not because he thou!ht it out completely, but because of dead-
lines and lack of money. He !oes on to say how terrible it was to work on the text, that he 
was absent from the family life and left the entire burden on his wife, and concludes that 
such thin!s should not be done often, because they are “not worth the e% ort” (Theweleit 
1989: 495). So, !uided by his example, I will now end this text, and rather than pretendin! 
that it has been completely thou!ht out, I will admit that this is the end simply because 
Narodna umjetnost does not accept texts lon!er than 8000 words.
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KRITERIJI IZVRSNOSTI U HUMANISTICI 

Izvorno je izvrsnost u humanistici shva#ena kao a!onisti&ka i patricijska vrlina koja se 
oslanjala na prometejski hybris subjekta humanistike. Taj je heroj duha imao u sebi utje-
loviti najvi$e ljudske vrline (shva#ene kroz liberalno-civilizacijsku prizmu): kozmopolitizam, 
liberalizam, fi lantropiju. No trenutno su zna&enje i upotreba termina izvrsnost odre*eni 
idejom kvalitete razvijenom u or!anizacijskim znanostima, na koju se, osim korporacija, 
pozivaju i vlade i ministarstva. Ta ideja po&iva na pretpostavci da kvaliteta proizvoda 
ovisi prvenstveno o or!anizaciji radnih procesa. Zbo! to!a se i humanistici kao temeljni 
kriterij izvrsnosti name#e onaj ispunjavanja or!anizacijskih zahtjeva poput: zahtjeva za 
umre)eno$#u, za prepoznatljivo$#u, za diseminacijom itd. U takvoj je situaciji heroj duha 
ustupio mjesto krajnjem korisniku kao dominantnoj fi !uri na koju se nadovezuje retorika 
korporacijske izvrsnosti. Humanistika se tako zati&e u poziciji ote)ane komunikacije s 
prevladavaju#om dru$tvenom paradi!mom oblikovanom prema korporacijskom uzoru.

Klju&ne rije&i: heroj duha, humanistika, izvrsnost, krajnji korisnik


